
 
 

 
 
Situation report issued by NDMO Vanuatu  
This report covers the period from 31 March 2015 
 
To be added to the Vanuatu NDMO Situation Report distribution list please subscribe at: 
http://eepurl.com/bhm_Nr 

Highlights 

 Community-based, Government-led 
assessments in affected areas are now 
underway.  There are now 11 teams deployed 
across 13 islands in Shefa and Tafea provinces, 
using Vanuatu Government personnel in 
partnership with Australian, French and New 
Zealand military assets alongside Tonga and 
Solomon Island Patrol boats and commercial 
assets. 

 The first round of food distribution has been 
completed in: 

 Shefa Province: Shepherd Islands, 
islands surrounding Efate (3,100 people) 
and Epi (7,600) 

 Tafea Province: Aneityum, Aniwa and 
Futuna.  

 Malampa Province: Paama  
 Torba Province: Mere Lava (100 

households)  
 The first round of food distribution close to completion in: 

 Efate Province: Efate rural, Port Vila urban and peri-urban (18,500 households) 
 Tafea Province: Erromango (only Cooks Bay to be completed) 
 Malampa Province: Ambrym (1,500 households) 

 The first round of food distribution is still underway in:  
 Penama Province: Pentecost, Maewo (4,800 households) 
 Tafea Province: Tanna 

 As of 1 April, the WASH cluster provided hygiene kits to approximately 20,000 people. 
 There are 8 Foreign Medical Teams (FMTs) and 2 military medical teams in-country working across 3 

provinces: Shefa, Tafea and Malampa. 

Situation Overview. 
Detailed, community-based, Government-led assessments of the situation in affected areas continue to be 
undertaken.  Currently, there are 11 teams deployed across 13 islands in Shefa and Tafea provinces, using 
Australian, French, New Zealand military assets alongside Tonga and Solomon Island Patrol boats and commercial 
assets. The first teams will return on 2 April, and data will be consolidated. Each team is led by a Government of 
Vanuatu representative and consists of cluster representatives who will visit the central hubs in affected Area 
Councils to meet with key village representatives and affected people.  Information collected will be used to 
recalibrate and revise humanitarian response planning to ensure that needs are met. 

Majority of clusters are basing population and corresponding needs data on extrapolated 2009 census data. 
Information from the field indicates increases in these population estimates. NDMO is working to consolidate 
improved population data, including the use of 100 civilian servants deployed within Port Vila area and surrounds 
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over the next few days.  The harmonised assessment should also provide more up-to-date populations figures.  
 
Operations in Tanna are becoming more organised everyday, with improved planning to better utilise limited 
resources. The arrival of the Ericsson Response equipment on 31 March improved Internet coverage. Mobile 
coverage still remains problematic, as the system appears to struggle with the high usage. The arrival of 60 
additional ADF engineering personnel and equipment on 31 March were particularly welcome, as the French 
prepare to withdraw on 4 April.  The Vanuatu Ferry is expected on 1 April with 50MT of food, including High Energy 
Biscuits, this will allow many of the pending distribution points to be completed. The vessel should also be carrying 
NGO-contributed food and a significant range of NFI, plus commercial supplies for the communities and 60 
UNELCO electricity poles required to start repairing the grid. The ADF have established a small HQ near the PDC, 
a main support base at the Lenakel Stadium (near the Wharf) (70 personnel) and a squadron detachment (140 
personnel) on the East Coast at Whitesands.  On 1 April, works commenced by the ADF on the repair of 3 wards in 
the Lenakel hospital and continuing roof repair at Isangel Central primary school, road clearance at Lam, and HR 
deliveries. A joint ADF/French team will assess engineering needs (medical facilities/schools/water system repairs) 
on the East Coast.  
 

For more information please visit: http://www.humanitarianresponse.info/operations/vanuatu 

1.0 Water, Sanitation and Hygiene 

Needs 

 The initial rapid assessment estimated that 110,000 people are in need of safe water.  

Response 

 Eleven WASH assessment team members have been deployed with UNICEF-supported mobile phone 
technology, which includes an offline data entry application. This will allow fast processing of data collection 
upon their return. 

 As of 1 April, the WASH cluster provided hygiene kits to approximately 20,000 people. A further 6,500 hygiene 
kits are currently located in Shefa, Tafea, Penama, Malampa provinces and will soon be distributed to 
approximately 32,500 people. The WASH cluster is planning to distribute another 9,580 hygiene kits to once 
they arrive in country.   

 A UNICEF/Oxfam partnership has been finalized to support water system emergency repairs, distribution of 
hygiene kits and hygiene promotion in Ambrym, Epi and Efate islands, which is expected to reach 3,200 
people.  

 A Samaritan’s Purse Water Pump, with the capacity to produce 20-30,000 litres of clean drinking water per day, 
has arrived on Tanna Island. On 1 April, the WASH team will determine the most suitable borehole in Lenakel 
town to locate the pump. The Australian Defence Forces, together with the Government of Vanuatu, UNICEF 
and NGOs, are working on a project to repair key water systems on Tanna Island. 

 The WASH Cluster has supported the Ministry of Health on the development of standardized health and 
hygiene key messages, to be used by both the Health and WASH clusters, which are currently being finalized.  

 WASH cluster partners have agreed on a common response plan. Population targets will be set after data from 
the harmonized assessments will be made available. This plan has been shared with the NDMO.  

 The WASH cluster has developed a tracking system to monitor ongoing WASH distributions.  

Gaps  

 There are delays in accurate reporting on WASH distributions from humanitarian agencies on the ground. This 
results in an inaccurate picture on the WASH situation, which is expected to improve as reports come in.  

2.0 Health and Nutrition  

Needs: 

 Adequate nutrition is required for over 160,000 people affected, in particular nutritional support for pregnant 
and lactating women and children under five years.   The current target consists of 12,500 boys and girls aged 
6 months to five years and 6,500 pregnant and lactating women/caregivers of young children. 

 The distribution of insecticide treated bed nets (LLIN) needs to target 34,000 people within Port Vila. 
 

Response: 
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 Assessments: 55 out of 70 health facilities (not including aid posts) in NDMO/UNOCHA defined affected areas 
have been assessed. Of those assessed, 43 sustained some degree of damage and 29 with limited damage. 
Assessments ongoing.  NZ Defence Force currently rehabilitating Vaemali Health Centre in Epi and the 
Australian Defence Form is working in Lenakel Hospital. 

 4 cases of clinically-diagnosed leptospirosis have presented to Vila Central Hospital up until 31 March. 2 of 
these cases were infected following the cyclone, one deceased.  

 8 Foreign Medical Teams (FMTs) and 2 military medical teams in-country working across 3 provinces: Shefa, 
Tafea and Malampa. Four new Foreign Medical Teams are scheduled to start duties soon.  Church of Latter 
Day Saints (Nguna 1 April), Israel Aid (VCH), small private New Zealand Team (Mele Health Centre) and New 
Caledonian team (municipal health facilities) 

 Interagency Emergency Health Kits (IEHK) currently located in Tanna, Efate, Epi, Tongoa, Emae, Buninga, 
Tongariki, Mataso and Makira Islands 

 The Central Medical Stores (CMS) Supply software is back up and running, and will be restored to full 
functionality in the new two days. Full data on medical supplies dispatched will be presented shortly thereafter 
and a restocking plan put together.  CMS notes a shortage of chlorine tablets. 

 Two medical evacuations underway 1 April (Epi and Tanna) to Vila Central Hospital.  

 
Gaps and Constraints: 

 Increased demands on health services remain in the affected areas. The Health Cluster urges FMTs and 
medical actors to extend their presences to continue supporting the Ministry of Health until needs decrease.   

3.0 Shelter and NFIs 

Response: 
 The Shelter Cluster continues to track agency 3W information focusing on the distributions of tarpaulins, tool 

kits, and kitchen sets. The Cluster estimates that around 10,000 households have received emergency shelter 
assistance so far. It is estimated that 30,000 tarpaulin sheets have been distributed by partners or are in the 
pipeline. Shelter partners are expected to assist around 15,000 households. 

 In addition to the ongoing harmonized assessments, which will gather shelter information from key informants, 
REACH - a specialist assessment organization - will carry out a shelter and settlements vulnerability 
assessment based on random sampling at the household level. Both assessments are complementary and will 
inform existing needs, gaps, as well as recovery strategies and options. 

Gaps: 
 Changes in baseline population data have rendered needs and gaps analysis difficult. The Shelter Cluster is 

working with the NDMO and Provincial authorities to obtain more accurate population estimates. Meanwhile, 
the Cluster continues to monitor partners’ distribution and assessments reports from the field 

 Gaps in emergency shelter distributions in urban and peri-urban areas of Port Vila were identified. Partners 
continue coordinating distributions and new NGOs may assist in filling the gaps in coverage. 

4.0 Food Security and Agriculture 

Needs: 

 Food rations for boarding schools. Discussions underway with MoE. 
 The rebuilding and restructuring of the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock, Forestry, Fisheries and Biosecurity 

(MLFFB) 
 Fishing gear, including boats and fishing nets 
 Livestock welfare support, such as animal feed, water and shelter.  

Response: 

 International procurement of non-perishable emergency food stocks is complete for the second round of food 
distribution. The breakdown of food includes 200MT rice from WFP, 137MT of rice from the German 
Government, 108MT from Red Cross and 25MT rice from ADRA.  

 The first round of food distribution has been completed in the following locations: 
o Shefa Province: Shepherd Islands, islands surrounding Efate (3,100 people) and Epi (7,600) 
o Tafea Province: Aneityum, Aniwa and Futuna.  
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o Malampa Province: Paama  
o Torba Province: Mere Lava (100 households)  

 Food distribution close to completion: 
o Efate Province: Efate rural, Port Vila urban and peri-urban (18,500 households) 
o Tafea Province: Erromango (only Cooks Bay to be completed) 
o Malampa Province: Ambrym (1,500 households) 

 Food Distribution underway:  
o Penama Province: Pentecost, Maewo (4,800 households) 
o Tafea Province: Tanna 

 High Energy Biscuits are being dispatched and distributed to approximately 38,000 people in 9 priority islands 
in Shefa and Tafea province with water shortages; including 31MT for Tanna 

 Seed packages are being prepared for distribution with the second push of food 
 Assessment of fisheries damage and of fish preservation and fishing facilities has been completed.  The report 

will be issued shortly. 
 Evaluation of availability of surplus fresh produce from less impacted islands has been undertaken including 

Fiji taro, island taro, cassava, kumula and yams, as well as for fishing by-catch. Transport and logistics options 
for these are being investigated.  

 The Cluster is working on the development of long term recovery plan (forestry, fishery, agriculture)     

Gaps: 

 Reliable statistics on number of households at the Area Council and village level. Detailed population counts 
are currently underway for Tanna and Efate. 

 Detailed information by island and Area Council regarding delivery points for distribution and the population 
supported by these delivery points. 

 Improvements to the systemized reporting of people receiving food assistance  

5.0 Education 

Needs: 

 Approximately 30,000 school-aged children have been affected by Tropical Cyclone Pam. 
 Results of asset assessments in Shefa Province and the outer islands confirm that the cyclone affected half of 

the schools in the area. One school was destroyed and nine were severely damaged. In Penama Province, 
one school (Tanbok school, Pentecost Island) was destroyed. 

 The Education Cluster reports that curriculum materials and resources in many schools have been damaged 
and need to be provided in addition to regular school supplies, which are currently planned for distribution.  

Response: 

 The Education Cluster and Child Protection Working Group are harmonizing psychosocial support for children 
in communities and the school environment. An orientation workshop on ‘Psychosocial First Aid and Child 
Protection’ took place on 30-31 March at the Ministry of Education and Training (MOET). It was supported by 
the Ministry of Justice, UNICEF and Save the Children. 

 To support the timely re-opening of schools on 30 March, MOET officers have visited schools in Shefa 
Province to convey key messages to Head Teachers on the importance of planning for educational continuity, 
psychosocial support to students and hygiene and health practices.  

 As of 1 April, temporary learning spaces have been set up in 13 schools in Shefa Province. ‘Education in 
Emergencies’ (EiE) supplies (tarpaulins, tents, backpacks containing learning materials, teacher, school and 
recreational kits) have been sent to Tongoa Island, Efate Island (10 schools) and Buninga Island (two schools).  

 The MOET continues to liaise with the Food and Agriculture, Shelter and WASH clusters to ensure that 
children in boarding schools have access to water, food and shelter. 

 Text messages via Digicel and TVL will be send to affected communities to ensure that educational relief 
supplies are given to the children in need.  

 The Education Cluster Strategy Plan is being reviewed by cluster members for finalisation. 

Gaps: 

 To support the re-opening of 268 classrooms, which were destroyed by the cyclone in Malampa, Torba, Tafea 
and Shefa provinces, the MOET is urgently requesting 1,876 sheets of tarpaulin (4x6 m). 

 Funding is needed to provide EiE supplies to 15,000 children, who have not been reached with educational 
supplies yet. 

 Logistical constraints remain to transport EiE supplies to affected schools on the islands. 
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6.0 Gender and Protection / Internally Displaced Persons 

Response: 

 The Gender and Protection Cluster deployed more than 20 personnel for the harmonized needs assessments 
that commenced on 31 March. All assessors received, as part of their pre-departure briefing, an overview of 
gender and protection in emergencies. 

 The data that will be generated by the technical assessments will fill a critical gap in the knowledge of gender 
and protection issues and impacts arising from TC Pam. It will guide programming as well as indicate where 
protection mainstreaming efforts may need to be concentrated in the second phase of distributions. 

 The two-day orientation workshop on ‘Psychosocial First Aid and Child Protection’ concluded on 31 March. 
The Ministry of Justice, UNICEF and Save the Children delivered the workshop to 30 participants, including 
ministry staff, teachers, and national/international NGOs. The aim of the workshop was to harmonize 
approaches to psychosocial support to be provided to children in communities and school environments.  

 The Gender and Protection Cluster is following up on reports of destroyed homes of people living with disability. 
It is also liaising with the Shelter cluster in order to ensure that such cases are prioritized in the delivery of 
shelter support. 

Gaps: 

 Observations to date suggest that people living with disability are not routinely being included in the planning 
and delivery of emergency assistance. 

7.0 Logistics 

Needs: 

 Provincial Disaster Committees on the islands of Epi, Emae, Tongoa, Tanna and North Pentecost require 
diesel and petrol for the transportation of relief supplies. 

Response: 

 On 31 March, a plan for a temporary central warehousing solution at the Port Vila port was agreed with the 
Efira Company. The plan foresees provision of additional storage capacity of 40 containers and will be 
formalised soon. 

 The Logistics Cluster is collecting information on limitations and constraints at extended distribution and 
delivery points on the islands. On 31 March, the Ministry of Public Works and Infrastructure presented road 
access constraints per island, which will be shared with logistics cluster members. 

 On 30 March, the NDMO received 35 MT of relief supplies from the Chinese Government containing rice, 
noodles, biscuits, tarpaulin and six generators. On 31 March, another supply from the Chinese Government 
was received on an IL-76 aircraft containing 35 MT of rice and 8 MT of noodles. A third supply is expected to 
arrive in Port Vila on 2 April. 

 Sanma Province is preparing to send 10 MT of fresh produce to Port Vila to bolster local trade and livelihoods. 
 New food supply sourced by the World Food Programme (WFP) from Fiji is expected to arrive in Port Vila on 

14 April. The shipment will include six containers of rice, three containers of noodles and four containers of 
canned fish. An additional 84.8 MT of NDMO-sourced food supply is expected arrive in Port Vila on 5 April. 

 From 1-7 April, a number of military aircrafts are tasked for passenger transport to support the current 
assessment and census activities. 

 On 31 March, IFRC received an IL-76 aircraft from Kuala Lumpur with approximately 25 MT of shelter and 
household items of which half was placed in a common storage space and half was sent to Tanna Island.  

 Two IL-76 aircrafts from the Russian Government are expected to arrive on 1 April with 30 MT of non-food 
items (80 tents and two generators) and 29 MT of food (sugar, milk, canned meat and fish). 

Gaps: 

 Local, skilled staff members are required for the coordination of Mobile Storage Units on Tanna Island. 
 Trucking capacity on Efate and Tanna islands is limited to transport relief supplies to affected communities. 

8.0 Infrastructure  

Needs 
 A Data Base continues to be collated as Rapid Assessments are received (150 to date)  
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 Repairs/rehabilitation analysed ready for prioritisation & costing with advice from relevant GoV 

 Assessment of Central GoV Agency Buildings - Completed 100% Waiting prioritised list of provincial 
buildings 

 VMF engineers  & sappers partner with PWD Shefa Division, Fiji Response Team & MoE 

 Need for funds to purchase building supplies for Fiji Response Team in cooperation with MoE to 
commence refurbishment of prioritised Nth Efate schools. A formal request for 15 million vatu for Onesua 
College has been sent to NDMO. 

 
Response 

 A national rapid response assessment of infrastructure by the Multi Sector Working Group has been on-
going to assess needs for Immediate (emergency) repairs and Recovery (rehabilitation) work using 
standardised Rapid Assessment Forms for Health, Education, Justice, Infrastructure (roads, bridges, 
drainage) and Government of Vanuatu Central Agency buildings.  Update on assessment progress, as 
follows (note this is assessment not repairs) 

o Efate 90%+ Waiting for assessments of Erakor and Ifira 
 Mosso & Leleppa 100% USAR team reports received, in Data Base  
 Vila 80% Central Agency Public Buildings to be completed by special PWD led Working 

Group. MoH, MoE and police will do their own assessments 
 Tongoa 100% coverage indicates extensive damage, trees down and landslides but roads 

accessible Full report available. Commercial freight of heavy equipment to clear roads etc 
mid week next week 

 Nguna, Emau and Pele 100% PWD team undertook assessment – minor to moderate 
damage – water & shelter issues – full report available 

 Buninga 100% - heavy damage urgent need for shelter water  & food 
 Tongariki 100% by MoH representative Assessments not yet received 
 Matasso, Makira & Emae 100% PWD Team undertook Technical Infrastructure 

Assessments - report of extensive damage - water, shelter and food are high priority 
issues  

 Epi 80% Assessment undertaken by NZDF in co-operation with provincial authorities. 
“Canterbury” moored in Nth Epi because of weather conditions. Water security a focus: 
Lamen School, Vaemali, Buninga and Port Qwemi assessed, some supplies and re-roofing 
undertaken. PWD team also in place 

 Vaemali + Port Qwemi – 100% Assessed by NZDF + PWD team moderate damage, road 
accessibility remains an issue. 

 Vila Port Vila main roads accessible with hard/soft debris removal underway through 
private sector contracts & PWD Shefa 

o Malampa 95% Daily call around to check situation 
 Malekula 100% Minimal damage 
 Maskelynes & Southwest Malekula – damage reports being investigated 
 Paama 100% PWD & Fiji Rec team member –12 villages north and 9 south. Assessment 

Reports received 
 Ambrym 90% PWD & Fiji Rec Team reports received 

o Penama 50% PWD conducting assessments with MoH and MoE 
 Ambae 100% Minimal damage 
 Maewo 0% MoH team of 5 coming north from Pentecost. PWD team being mobilised for 

MoE and other infrastructure assessments 
 Pentecost 60% PWD teams on Nth and West clearing roads. Need information on East 

and South  
o Tafea    PWD + ADF working on restoring Lenakel water supply. Extensive support through ADF & 

French Contingent. No reports from French contingent on activities. ADF Assessments being 
received after first response on food, water, shelter + medical. 

 Tanna ADF working from “Tobruk” reports PWD teams and equipment keeping roads 
open. Have moved “Tobruk” because of weather. Infrastructure assessments later High 
standard of those received to date noted by Working Group 

 Erromango 100% – PWD team returned and reported. ADF & CARE also mobilised and 
working. 

 Aniwa, Aneityum & Fortuna – 100% will be covered by ADF & CARE – PWD team being 
dispatched to Aniwa  
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o Torba			100% Sanma PWD conducting confirmatory appraisal. Some concerns raised re Mere 
Lava	

 Johnson Binaru, Director General, Ministry of Infrastructure & Public Utilities has instructed that Phase II – 
Rehabilitation Work commence 30 March while awaiting return of Assessment Forms from Tafea, 
Pentecost & Maewo. A target has been set for the 30 April for costed rehabilitation.  PWD will prepare a 
standardized costing for use in the cost estimation. Joné Roqara prepares a table of work to be undertaken 
with costings for PWD infrastructure Available Wednesday 1 April. 

 Multi layered Situation Map with embedded photos & GPS of roads accessibility, PWD fuel depots 
and facilities assessed to date have been made available to Logistics Cluster. This is an excellent tool 
available on request. 

 Fiji Reconnaissance Team of 50 have been approved to work on Nth Efate Schools in conjunction with 
logistical support and funds for transport & fuel from MoH and MoE. No funds for building materials. MIPU 
requesting extension of their deployment & seeking building funding  

 MoH - Assessments largely complete and being appraised. Data (GPS locations, designs, photos, previous 
building surveys) on PWD Response Room computer. Will do own Central Agency buildings. 

 MoE assessments being received by MoE. Will do own Central Agency buildings. 

 VMF - Will coordinate assistance of VMF engineers & sappers with PWD Shefa. 

 Correctional Services provides support of Allen Faerua to Working Group for Corrections buildings 
assessments. 

Gaps & Constraints 
 

 As requested by NDMO and Prime Minister, costs of rehabilitation are being estimated based on 
assessments received to date. However many assessment forms are not in hand. Target of 30 April set by 
DG for final costs. 

 Communities are undertaking “band-aid” repairs to health & education facilities that do not meet standards 
for long-term durability & safety. These will need to be assessed and modified in Rehabilitation Phase. This 
has been raised as an issue by Hon Minister for Lands Ralph Regenvanu. 

 Building & shelter materials are needed for distribution 

9.0 Emergency Telecommunications 

Needs  

 Additional trained ETC responders are required for remaining duration of the project to support the ICT 
response.  

 As April 1, ETC is 30% funded. More funds needed to ensure smooth operation.  

Response 

 The ETC Cluster is providing connectivity at 8 sites across Vanuatu for use by the Government and the 
humanitarian community (2 in Espiritu Santo, 4 in Efate, 1 in Tanna islands and Ambae. 

 An additional five sites for shared services have been identified across Aoba, Malekula, Vanua Lava, Epi and 
Espiritu islands. �   

 Local Internet Service Providers (ISP) and mobile carriers continue to carry out repairs on the severely 
damaged communications infrastructure across the country. GSM services are coming back online across the 
country however network congestion is an issue. In coordination with the government, the ETC and its partners 
will provide temporary solutions until services from local providers are restored. �  

Gaps & Constraints 

 Power remains one of the key challenges to the operation.  
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10.0 Meetings 

 NGO Heads of Agencies Meeting (Mon, Wed, Friday) 7:00 

 NEOC Government Cluster Lead and Co-Lead Meeting 7.30 EOC NDMO (Note Change) 

 Intercluster Coordination Meeting 10:00 Friday no meeting Sunday @ Meteo/NDMO conference room  

 Logistics Cluster meeting 11:00 Tuesday & Thursday UNICEF Tent (NDMO compound). 

 Shelter cluster meeting 16:00, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, UNICEF Tent (NDMO compound). 

 Protection Cluster Meetings 12:30 Monday, Wednesday and Friday, NDMO Compound 

 Additional to be advised. 

11.0 Information sharing 

To be added to the Tropical Cyclone Pam distribution list please subscribe at http://eepurl.com/bhm_Nr 
 
For more information and all documents related to the response please visit: 
https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/operations/vanuatu/vanuatu-tropical-cyclone-pam-mar-2015-13-march-
2015-update 
 
ICT responders operating in Vanuatu please share contact details with Vanuatu.ETC@wfp.org to facilitate 
local coordination.  
 
Organisations involved in the ICT response please share updates on: 
http://ictemergency.wfp.org/web/ictepr/emergencies2015/cyclone-pam 
 
 


